**Web Front-End Developer**

Go to [http://www.condenast.com/careers](http://www.condenast.com/careers) and use Job Code: 1200758

**Description**

If you have entrepreneurial spirit, love the art and science of software development, and want to work in a Silicon Valley-style startup, then ZipList may be a great match for you. ZipList is a provider of a consumer-facing web application suites that help everyday grocery shoppers remove the hassle of an otherwise ongoing and tedious process. ZipList features shareable grocery lists, deep web recipe search, a universal recipe box, a web recipe clipper and much more. ZipList is accessible via web browser, text messages, email, instant messaging, via iOS and Android mobile applications or mobile web browsers.

We are looking for self-starting, entrepreneurial-minded developers to work on meaningful components of our offering. We work in a highly agile development environment and we release early and often. We are diametrically opposed to the classical waterfall development process. ZipList is owned by Condé Nast, a world leading media company whose brands include Epicurious, Bon Appetite and Gourmet, along with Reddit, Wired and Arstechnica.

ZipList is looking for a senior software engineer or web developer with significant experience developing web user-interfaces using semantic HTML and CSS.

**What's in it for you:**

- Working with a highly-motivated, high-performance team of agile engineers
- Competitive pay and excellent benefits
- A start-up environment that enjoys smoothies in the morning and happy hour on Friday
- Relaxed, friendly, congenial, human culture

**Requirements**

- A minimum of a B.S. in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, Computer/Software Engineering or similar degree, and two years of professional software development experience.
- Experience in developing web applications in MVC architectures.
- A minimum of one year of Ruby on Rails experience (or experience with other dynamic languages like Python and PHP a plus) and MySQL.
- Minimum two years experience with JavaScript, HTML and CSS.
- Experience with jQuery, AJAX, JSON, YAML, HAML, SASS and ReST a plus.

All candidates MUST posses the following:

- Ability to learn new things
- Strong problem solving skills
- Must work well under business pressure
- Must enjoy what they do

HR benefits for full-time employees include full health, dental and vision, FSA, 401(k)